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ABSTRACT

Our previous work suggests that the Nhp6 HMGB protein stimulates RNA polymerase II transcription
via the TATA-binding protein TBP and that Nhp6 functions in the same functional pathway as the Gcn5
histone acetyltransferase. In this report we examine the genetic relationship between Nhp6 and Gcn5 with the
Mot1 and Ccr4–Not complexes, both of which have been implicated in regulating DNA binding by TBP.
We find that combining either a nhp6ab or a gcn5 mutation with mot1, ccr4, not4, or not5 mutations results in
lethality. Combining spt15 point mutations (in TBP) with either mot1 or ccr4 also results in either a growth
defect or lethality. Several of these synthetic lethalities can be suppressed by overexpression of TFIIA, TBP, or
Nhp6, suggesting that these genes facilitate formation of the TBP–TFIIA–DNA complex. The growth defect of
a not5 mutant can be suppressed by a mot1 mutant. HO gene expression is reduced by nhp6ab, gcn5, or mot1
mutations, and the additive decreases in HO mRNA levels in nhp6ab mot1 and gcn5 mot1 strains suggest
different modes of action. Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments show decreased binding of TBP
to promoters in mot1 mutants and a further decrease when combined with either nhp6ab or gcn5 mutations.

TRANSCRIPTIONAL activation by RNA polymerase
II (pol II) requires the assembly of a complex of

general transcription factors at a promoter (Hampsey

1998; Dvir et al. 2001). It is believed that transcriptional
coactivators function by stimulating DNA binding by the
general transcription factors TBP (TATA-binding protein),
TFIIA, and TFIIB. Additionally, there are transcription
factors that have been shown to negatively regulate bind-
ing of TBP to promoter DNA (reviewed by Lee and
Young 1998; reviewed by Pugh 2000). Factors such as
TAF1 and NC2 interact with TBP and inhibit its activity
(Goppelt et al. 1996; Mermelstein et al. 1996; Bai et al.
1997; Kokubo et al. 1998). In contrast, Mot1 can disassoci-
ate TBP from DNA (Auble et al.1994), and the Ccr4–Not
complex may inhibit the recruitment of other general
factors by TBP (Collart 1996; Badarinarayana et al.
2000). Additionally, two TBP molecules can dimerize to
create a form that does not bind DNA (Coleman and
Pugh 1997).

Mot1 is thought to inhibit transcription of certain
genes by inhibiting TBP binding (for review see Pereira
et al. 2003). In vitro, the Mot1 protein binds to TBP–DNA
complexes and uses the energy of ATP to dissociate TBP
from the DNA (Auble et al. 1994; Darst et al. 2003).
Mot1 is an essential gene, and the fact that mot1 muta-
tions cause derepression of specific genes is consistent

with a proposed role as a negative regulator (Auble et al.
1994). However, Mot1 also functions as a positive regu-
lator of transcription, as mot1 mutations reduce expres-
sion of certain genes (Andrau et al. 2002; Dasgupta

et al. 2002). There are strong genetic interactions be-
tween MOT1 and SPT15 (encoding TBP) and with other
basal factors, including TOA1 and TOA2 (encoding
TFIIA), SPT3, and the Ccr4–Not complex (Collart
1996; Madison and Winston 1997). It has been sug-
gested that Mot1 can stimulate transcription by inhib-
iting the association of NC2, a TBP inhibitor, with
promoters (Geisberg et al. 2002) and that the Mot1–
TBP complex delivers TBP to TAF-independent genes
(Gumbs et al. 2003). Additionally, Mot1 is required
for nucleosome remodeling at the GAL1 promoter
(Topalidou et al. 2004). In normally growing cells,
Mot1 co-occupies promoters with TBP, but not with
TFIIB, TFIIA, or TAFs (Geisberg and Struhl 2004).

The Ccr4–Not complexes have multiple roles in gene
regulation, including regulation of transcriptional ini-
tiation, elongation, and mRNA degradation (for reviews
see Collart 2003; for reviews see Denis and Chen
2003). Ccr4–Not has been implicated as both a positive
and a negative regulator of transcription (Liu et al. 1998),
and the Gcn4 DNA-binding activator can recruit Ccr4–
Not to promoters (Swanson et al. 2003). Some of the
genes encoding subunits of this protein complex have
been found to interact both physically and genetically
with TBP, TAFs, and regulators of TBP binding, and it has
been suggested that Ccr4–Not represses transcription
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by inhibiting DNA binding by TBP (Collart 1996;
Badarinarayana et al. 2000; Lemaire and Collart 2000;
Deluen et al. 2002).

We have studied the regulation of the yeast HO gene,
and our studies suggest that Gcn5 and Nhp6 function in
parallel to activate expression of this gene (Yuet al. 2000,
2003). Gcn5 is the histone acetyltransferase present
in the yeast SAGA complex, and histone acetylation by
Gcn5 is required for expression of many yeast genes
(Sterner and Berger 2000). Nhp6 is related to the
HMGB family of small, abundant chromatin proteins
that bend DNA sharply and modulate gene expression
(Travers 2003). Nhp6 is encoded by two genes, NHP6A
and NHP6B. No phenotype is seen in nhp6a and nhp6b
single mutants, while the nhp6a nhp6b double mutant
(which we will describe as nhp6ab) is temperature sen-
sitive for growth (Costigan et al. 1994) and shows tran-
scriptional defects (Paull et al. 1996; Yu et al. 2000;
Fragiadakis et al. 2004). Nhp6 also functions with
Spt16 and Pob3, as part of the yeast FACT complex, to
promote transcriptional elongation (Formosa et al.
2001), and Nhp6 is important for expression of the
SNR6 gene, transcribed by RNA polymerase III (Kruppa
et al. 2001; Lopez et al. 2001; Martin et al. 2001).

Our data suggest that Gcn5 and Nhp6 function to
promote assembly of the TBP–TFIIA–DNA complex
(Yuet al. 2003; Biswas et al. 2004; Eriksson et al. 2004a).
Viable mutations affecting TBP or TFIIA (spt15 or
toa2, respectively) are lethal in gcn5 or nhp6ab mutant
strains. TBP overexpression suppresses the temperature-
sensitive growth defect of nhp6ab strains and certain
transcriptional defects of either nhp6ab or gcn5 mutants.

Additionally, the gcn5 nhp6ab triple mutant displays a
strong synthetic growth defect, but this phenotype can
be suppressed by mutations in the SPT3 gene. Spt3,
which is part of the SAGA complex with Gcn5 (Sterner
et al. 1999), interacts with TBP both physically and ge-
netically (Eisenmann et al. 1992). We find that an spt3
mutation can suppress a number of gcn5 and nhp6ab de-
fects, including reduced HO expression, temperature-
sensitive growth, and synthetic lethality with TBP
mutants. Chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments
show that Spt3 regulates TBP binding in vivo, inhibiting
TBP binding to the HO promoter while stimulating TBP
binding to GAL1 (Dudley et al. 1999; Yu et al. 2003).

In this study we use genetic tools to examine the rela-
tionship of Mot1 and Ccr4–Not to Gcn5 and Nhp6. Spt3,
Mot1, and Ccr4–Not all regulate binding of TBP to DNA,
and spt3 mutations suppress many gcn5 and nhp6ab de-
fects. However, instead of suppression, we find synthetic
lethal interactions between Mot1 and Ccr4–Not with
Gcn5 and Nhp6. Multicopy suppression experiments sup-
port a critical role of these factors in facilitating forma-
tion of the TBP–TFIIA complex on DNA. Additive effects
on HO gene transcription suggest that Mot1 functions
differently from either Nhp6 or Gcn5. Chromatin im-
munoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments show that TBP
binding to promoters is reduced in mot1 mutants, with
an additive decrease when combined with nhp6ab or gcn5.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Strains and media: All yeast strains used are listed in Table 1
and are isogenic in the W303 background (Thomas and

TABLE 1

Strain list

DY 150 MATa ade2 can1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3
DY5265 MATa gcn5TTRP1 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY7139 MATa nhp6aTKanMX nhp6bTADE2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY7176 MATa ccr4TLEU2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY7441 MATa ccr4TLEU2 nhp6aTKanMX nhp6bTADE2 NHP6B(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY7462 MATa mot1(R1243I) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3
DY7463 MATa mot1(R1243I) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3
DY7841 MATa gcn5TTRP1 mot1(R1243I) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY7847 MATa mot1(R1243I) nhp6aTKanMX nhp6bTADE2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY8237 MATa mot1(R1243I) spt15TLEU2 SPT15(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3
DY8563 MATa ccr4TLEU2 gcn5TTRP1 GCN5(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY8617 MATa not4TLEU2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3
DY8618 MATa gcn5THIS3 not4TLEU2 GCN5(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3
DY8625 MATa nhp6aTKanMX nhp6bTADE2 not5TLEU2 NHP6A(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY8626 MATa not5TLEU2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY8627 MATa not5TLEU2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY8628 MATa gcn5THIS3 not5TLEU2 GCN5(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY9348 MATa ccr4TLEU2 spt15TADE2 SPT15(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 trp1 ura3
DY9383 MATa mot1(R1243I) spt15TLEU2 SPT15(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY9384 MATa ccr4TLEU2 spt15TADE2 SPT15(YCp-URA3) ade2 can1 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY9470 MATa ccr4TLEU2 mot1(R1243I) ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY9545 MATa mot1(R1243I) not4TLEU2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
DY9582 MATa mot1(R1243I) not5TLEU2 ade2 can1 his3 leu2 lys2 trp1 ura3
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Rothstein 1989). Standard genetic methods were used for
strain construction (Rothstein 1991; Sherman 1991). W303
strains with disruptions in gcn5, nhp6a, and nhp6b have been
described (Yu et al. 2000, 2003) and the mot1(R1243I) allele
was identified in a screen for Spt� mutations ( Jiang and
Stillman 1996). The ccr4 disrupted strain was provided by
Clyde Denis, and thenot4 andnot5disrupted strains by Martine
Collart. These strains were then crossed to generate the strains
used here. Strain DY9384 was constructed by disrupting the
LYS2 gene in strain DY9348 with the D588 lys2THIS3 marker
swap plasmid (Voth et al. 2003). Cells were grown at the indi-
cated temperature in YEPD medium (Sherman 1991), except
where synthetic complete medium with 2% glucose supple-
mented with adenine, uracil, and amino acids, as appropriate,
but lacking essential components, was used to select for plas-
mids. 5-FOA medium was prepared as described (Boeke et al.
1984).

Plasmids: The multicopy plasmids used are listed in Table 2.
Plasmid M4252 was constructed by moving a 1.8-kb SacI–XhoI
fragment with GCN5 from plasmid pRS315–GCN5 (Marcus

et al. 1994) into pRS425 (Christianson et al. 1992). Plasmid
M4462 was constructed by moving a 0.95-kb HindIII–SacI frag-
ment with NHP6A from plasmid M4221 (Biswas et al. 2004)
into pRS325 (Sikorski and Hieter 1989). A 2.25-kb BamHI–
PstI fragment with SPT15 from pSH2223 (Yu et al. 2003) was

cloned into YEplac195 (Gietz and Sugino 1988) and pRS425
(Christianson et al. 1992), constructing M4403 and M4480,
respectively. Plasmid M2661 was isolated from a YCp50 ge-
nomic library as complementing the temperature-sensitive
phenotype of the mot1 mutant (Jiang and Stillman 1996),
and M2719 was constructed from M2661 by deleting a 3.5-kb
BamHI fragment within the MOT1 gene. The mot1(R1243I)
allele was cloned by transforming DY7463 [mot1(R1243I)] with
plasmid M2719, which had been cleaved with SacI, yielding
plasmid M5099, which was then sequenced.
RNA analysis: RNA levels were determined with S1 nuclease

protection assays as described (Bhoite and Stillman 1998).
The sequences of the S1 primers are as follows: CLN2, TAC
AACCGCCCCAAGTTTTAGCAGCCAACCAGAGACAAGTAG
CGACAACCAATTTGGCTTGGTCCCGTAACACGATTCTCG
GTTCC; TBP (SPT15), ACGCATGATGACAGCAGCAAAACG
CTTGGGGTTATATTCTGCATTACGGGCATGTAGCGCTTGA
CA; TFIIB (SUA7), TCCTTGCCACTTCAGCACGTCTGCAAC
CAATCAGTATGGATGCAGCCATTTATGAG; TFIIA (TOA1),
ATCTGCTCCTTTTCCTTGCGGGTTTTTTCCACGTCCTCC
TCCTTTTCCTCGTCGTCTTTCAAGAGT; and TFIIA (TOA2),
GGAGGCGTCGCGGTGGCTGTCCTCAACAGTAACCTGACA
ATTTTTTACGAATTTTC. TheHO,CMD1, and tRNA–Trp prim-
ers have been described (Bhoite and Stillman 1998; Ozer

et al. 1998).

TABLE 2

Plasmids

Plasmid Description Source

pRS425 YEp–LEU2 vector Christianson et al. (1992)
pRS327 YEp–LYS2 vector Eriksson et al. (2004b)
YEplac195 YEp–URA3 vector Gietz and Sugino (1988)
pRS314 YCp–TRP1 vector Sikorski and Hieter (1989)
M2661 26-kb genomic fragment with MOT1 in YCp50 Jiang and Stillman (1996)
M2719 M2661 with 3.5-kb BamHI fragment deleted This work
M5099 mot1(R1243I) in YCp50 This work
M4252 GCN5 in YEp–LEU2 plasmid This work
M3000 MOT1 in YCp–URA3 plasmid Jiang and Stillman (1996)
M4462 NHP6A in YEp–LEU2 plasmid This work
M4797 NHP6A in YEp–LYS2 plasmid Biswas et al. (2004)
M4221 NHP6A in YEp–URA3 plasmid Biswas et al. (2004)
pRS426–SNR6 SNR6 in YEp–URA3 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
pSH346 TFIIA (TOA1 and TOA2) in YEp–LEU2 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4793 TFIIA (TOA1 and TOA2) in YEp–LYS2 plasmid Biswas et al. (2004)
M3415 TFIIB (SUA7) in YEp–URA3 plasmid Mike Hampsey
M4480 TBP wild-type (SPT15) in YEp–LEU2 plasmid This work
M4533 TBP wild-type (SPT15) in YEp–LYS2 plasmid Biswas et al. (2004)
M4403 TBP wild-type (SPT15) in YEp–URA3 plasmid This work
pTM8 TBP(wild-type) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Kobayashi et al. (2001)
M4471 TBP(E93G) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4325 TBP(L114F) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Arndt et al. (1994)
M4642 TBP(K133R) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4475 TBP(G147W) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4470 TBP(C164W) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4474 TBP(L172P) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4482 TBP(G174E) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eisenmann et al. (1992)
M4472 TBP(F227L) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4473 TBP(F237L) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4653 TBP(K239T) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4468 TBP(K97R, L193S) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4655 TBP(I103T, K239Stop) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Eriksson et al. (2004a)
M4550 TBP(K133L, K145L) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Buratowski and Zhou (1992)
M4404 TBP(K138T, Y139A) in YCp–TRP1 plasmid Stargell and Struhl (1995)
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ChIP analysis: Chromatin immunoprecipitation was per-
formed as described (Biswas et al. 2005), with the PCR ampli-
fications performed in triplicate. The sequences of the PCR
primers are as follows: ELP3, TGCCGCTTTCATTGTTTAATC
ATTTCACCTT and TCCATGACGAGCCATCTTTGTCAGGG;
HXT4, TTAGTGGTGAAAAGCTTCAACACTGG and TTCAA
AACCAAACCTTGATAAGAGGC; RPS5, AGGCTTAGTGGA
GGTCTCACTGAA and GACTGGGGTGAATTCTTCAACAA;
URA1, CCGAAGGTTATTTCACGA and CTGGCTGTCATGTT
TGGT. The PCR primers for SER3 and intragenic V (used as
internal control) have been described (Biswas et al. 2005).

RESULTS

Genetic interactions of Nhp6 and Gcn5 with Mot1:
Deletion of the SPT3 gene suppresses both temperature-
sensitive growth and transcriptional defects caused by
the absence of Nhp6 (Yu et al. 2003). As Spt3 interacts
with TBP (Eisenmann et al. 1992), we wanted to ask
whether mutations in other factors that interact with
TBP would suppress the nhp6ab mutation. Mot1 has also
been shown to interact with TBP, and Mot1 inhibits TBP
binding in vitro (Auble et al. 1994). Additionally, strong
genetic links have been established for Mot1 with both
Spt3 and TBP (Collart 1996; Madison and Winston

1997). MOT1 is an essential gene, but viable alleles have
been identified (Abate et al.1990; Prelich and Winston

1993; Madison and Winston 1997; Darst et al. 2003).
We isolated a viablemot1 allele in a genetic screen ( Jiang
and Stillman 1996). We cloned this mot1 allele from the
genome by allele rescue with a gapped MOT1 plasmid
(Rothstein 1991) and sequenced the gene. The muta-
tion has an arginine-to-isoleucine substitution at residue
1243. R1243 is highly conserved among Mot1 proteins,
and when it is not arginine this position is usually lysine,
also a basic amino acid. We crossed the mot1(R1243I)
allele to a nhp6ab strain and isolated a nhp6a nhp6b
mot1(R1243I) triple mutant. Instead of finding genetic
suppression, we were surprised to find strong synthetic
phenotypes. The nhp6ab mot1(R1243I) triple-mutant
strain showed a strong growth defect at 25� and was lethal
at 30� on YEPD medium (Figure 1A).

We next asked whether multicopy plasmids could
suppress the growth defect (Figure 1B). As expected,
the MOT1 and NHP6A plasmids complemented, but the
YEp–TFIIA and YEp–GCN5 plasmids exacerbated
the growth defect at 25�. However, at 30�, YEp–SNR6
or YEp–TBP strongly suppressed the growth defect,
and YEp–TFIIB showed moderate suppression. nhp6ab
mutants are defective in expressing SNR6, a pol III
transcribed gene encoding the U6 splicing RNA (Lopez
et al. 2001; Martin et al. 2001). YEp–SNR6 suppresses
the temperature-sensitive growth defect seen in nhp6ab
mutants, and it is suggested that decreased SNR6 RNA
contributes to the poor growth at elevated temperatures
(Kruppa et al. 2001). The suppression of the nhp6ab
mot1(R1243I) synthetic lethality by YEp–TBP and YEp–
TFIIB suggests that this mutant strain is defective in

building the TBP–TFIIB complex at promoters of pol II
transcribed genes. It is less clear why overexpression of
TFIIA or Gcn5 exacerbates the growth defect in the
nhp6ab mot1(R1243I) strain.

We next looked for genetic interactions between
GCN5 and MOT1, since Nhp6 and Gcn5 function in
the same pathway for transcriptional activation of HO
(Yu et al. 2000). We constructed the gcn5 mot1(R1243I)
double mutant and found that it too has a strong growth
defect at 25� and is nearly inviable at 30� on YEPD
medium (Figure 2A). Interestingly, the growth of the
nhp6a nhp6b mot1(R1243I) triple mutant at 25� is much
worse than that for the gcn5 mot1(R1243I) double mu-
tant. Figure 2B shows the effects of multicopy plasmids
on growth of the gcn5 mot1(R1243I) strain. Note that
while the gcn5 mot1(R1243I) strain is lethal on complete
YEPD medium at 30�, it is able to grow, although poorly,
on selective plates at 30�. Plasmids with MOT1 or GCN5
complemented, as expected, while multicopy plasmids
with TFIIA, TFIIB, or SNR6 did not affect growth of the
gcn5 mot1(R1243I) strain (data not shown). Interest-
ingly, overexpression of TBP or Nhp6 significantly ex-
acerbated the growth defect of the gcn5 mot1(R1243I)
mutant at 30�, supporting the idea that Gcn5 and Mot1
play an active role in regulating TBP binding.

We note that the multicopy suppression results are
quite different, with YEp–TBP suppressing the nhp6ab
mot1(R1243I) mutant but exacerbating the growth de-
fect in the gcn5 mot1(R1243I) mutant. This suggests that
the defects caused by the nhp6ab deletion and the
mot1(R1243I) mutation are quite different.

Genetic interactions of Nhp6 and Gcn5 with the
Ccr4–Not complex: The Ccr4–Not complex has roles in

Figure 1.—Genetic interactions of MOT1 with NHP6. (A)
nhp6ab mot1(R1243I) is lethal at 30�. Strains DY150 (wild type),
DY7139 (nhp6ab), DY7463 [mot1(R1243I)], and DY7847
[nhp6ab mot1(R1243I)] were plated on YEPD medium for 4
days at 25� or for 2 days at 30�. (B) Strain DY7847 [nhp6ab mot1
(R1243I)] was transformed with the indicated multicopy plas-
mids at 25�, and dilutions were plated on the indicated selec-
tive medium for 5 days at the indicated temperature.
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regulating transcriptional initiation, elongation, and
mRNA degradation (Denis and Chen 2003). A number
of experiments have shown that Ccr4–Not represses tran-
scription through direct contacts with TBP, inhibiting
TBP binding to DNA (Collart 1996; Badarinarayana
et al. 2000; Lemaire and Collart 2000; Deluen

et al. 2002). We therefore performed genetic crosses to
determine whether a ccr4 mutation might suppress
nhp6ab or gcn5 defects. In the first cross we were unable
to recover a viable nhp6ab ccr4 spore. To verify this ap-
parent synthetic lethality, we constructed a nhp6aD/1
nhp6bD/1 ccr4D/1 triply heterozygous diploid strain
and transformed it with a YCp–URA3–NHP6A plasmid.
The diploids were induced to undergo meiosis, tetrads
were dissected, and we isolated haploid strains with the
nhp6a nhp6b ccr4 genotype containing the YCp–URA3–
NHP6A plasmid. These strains were unable to grow on
media containing 5-FOA (Figure 3A), indicating that
the YCp–URA3–NHP6A plasmid cannot be lost. We next
asked whether multicopy plasmids could suppress this
synthetic lethality. For nhp6ab ccr4, the YEp–TBP plas-
mid partially suppressed the synthetic lethality, but YEp–
TFIIA did not (Figure 3A). This is an important result,
as both Ccr4 and Nhp6 have roles in transcriptional
initiation and elongation, but the suppression by TBP
overexpression suggests that a defect in initiation
contributes to the nhp6ab ccr4 synthetic lethality. We
also determined that ccr4 is synthetic lethal with a gcn5
mutation. We constructed a gcn5 ccr4 strain, containing
a YCp–URA3–GCN5 plasmid, which is unable to grow on
5-FOA (Figure 3B). This synthetic lethality is partially
suppressed by YEp–TFIIA, but not by YEp–TBP, YEp–
TFIIB, or YEp–NHP6A (Figure 3B; data not shown).

In addition to regulating TBP binding, Ccr4 is the
catalytic subunit of a cytoplasmic mRNA deadenylase

(Chen et al. 2002; Tucker et al. 2002). Although the Not
proteins are associated with the cytoplasmic form of the
Ccr4–Not complex, mutations in the NOT genes have
only modest effects on the rate of deadenylation
(Tucker et al. 2002), suggesting that the Not proteins
and Ccr4 may have important functional differences.
We therefore asked whether there are genetic interac-
tions between nhp6ab or gcn5 and not4 and not5. For
example, a haploid nhp6a nhp6b strain was crossed to a
not5 mutant, and the resulting diploid was transformed
with a YCp–URA3–NHP6A plasmid. After sporulation
and tetrad dissection, a nhp6ab not5 triple mutant
with the YCp–URA3–NHP6A plasmid was isolated. This
strain was unable to grow on 5-FOA, demonstrating the
synthetic lethality of nhp6ab with not5. In this way we
were able to show that the nhp6ab not4, nhp6ab not5, gcn5
not4, and gcn5 not5 mutant combinations were all
synthetic lethal (Figure 4A; data not shown). Multicopy
suppression experiments showed that YEp–TFIIA could
suppress the gcn5 not5 synthetic lethality (Figure 4B),
but multicopy suppression was not seen with YEp–
TFIIB, YEp–TBP, or YEp–NHP6A.

We observed synthetic lethality of gcn5 with all three
members of the Ccr4–Not complex that we tested: ccr4,
not4, and not5. In contrast, Maillet et al. (2000) did not
observe synthetic lethality in gcn5 ccr4 or gcn5 not5
mutants and saw only a synthetic slow-growth defect
in the gcn5 not4 double mutant. We used W303 strains,
while their studies utilized a different strain back-
ground, and strain differences could be responsible
for the different results.

The not5 single mutant shows a growth defect at 30�
and is unable to grow at the higher temperature of 33�.
Thus, we asked whether overexpression of other factors

Figure 3.—Genetic interactions of CCR4 with GCN5 and
NHP6. (A) The nhp6ab ccr4 synthetic lethality is suppressed
by TBP overexpression. Strain DY7441 (nhp6ab ccr4 with a
YCp–URA3–NHP6B plasmid) was transformed with the indi-
cated LYS2 multicopy plasmids, and dilutions were plated
at 30� for 2 days (complete) or for 6 days (5-FOA). (B) The
gcn5 ccr4 synthetic lethality is suppressed by TFIIA overexpres-
sion. Strain DY8563 [(gcn5 ccr4) with a YCp–URA3–GCN5 plas-
mid] was transformed with either YEp–TFIIA or the YEp–LYS2
vector, and dilutions were plated at 33� for 2 days (complete) or
for 5 days (5-FOA).

Figure 2.—Genetic interactions of MOT1 with GCN5. (A)
gcn5 mot1(R1243I) is lethal at 33�. Strains DY150 (wild type),
DY5265 (gcn5), DY7463 [mot1(R1243I)], and DY7841 [gcn5
mot1(R1243I)] were plated on complete medium for 3 days
at either 25� or 33�. (B) Strain DY7841 [gcn5 mot1(R1243I)]
was transformed with the indicated multicopy plasmids at
25�, and dilutions were plated on selective medium for 5 days
at the indicated temperature.
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affected growth of the not5 mutant. The not5 strain was
transformed with multicopy plasmids and then growth
at various temperatures was assessed. While multicopy
plasmids with TBP or TFIIA did not affect growth of
the not5mutant, YEp–TFIIB improved growth at 25� and
partially suppressed the temperature-sensitive growth
defect (Figure 4). In contrast, overexpression of Nhp6
exacerbated the not5 growth defect, even at 25� (Figure 4;
data not shown). This exacerbation of the not5 growth
defect by the multicopy plasmid with NHP6A reinforces
the role of Nhp6 in RNA pol II transcription.

spt3 is synthetic lethal with mot1 or ccr4: Spt3
physically interacts with TBP, and Spt3 acts to either
promote or inhibit TBP binding, depending on the
promoter (Eisenmann et al. 1992; Dudley et al. 1999;
Belotserkovskaya et al. 2000; Bhaumik and Green

2002; Barbaric et al. 2003; Yu et al. 2003). Additionally,
we have observed that an spt3 mutation can suppress
growth defects in both nhp6a nhp6b and gcn5 nhp6a
nhp6b strains (Yu et al. 2003) and the synthetic lethality
of TBP mutants in gcn5 or nhp6ab strains (Biswas et al.
2004; Eriksson et al. 2004a). On the basis of these
results, we tested whether an spt3 gene disruption can
suppress the synthetic lethality of a mot1 mutation with
gcn5 or nhp6ab. A mot1(R1243I) mutant was crossed to a

gcn5 spt3 strain, and we found that spt3 mot1(R1243I)
double mutants are synthetic lethal, consistent with an
earlier report using a different mot1 allele (Madison

and Winston 1997). We also crossed the mot1(R1243I)
mutant to a nhp6ab spt3 strain but we were unable to
isolate a mot1(R1243I) nhp6ab spt3 strain. Thus spt3 can-
not suppress these synthetic lethalities with mot1.

We next asked whether spt3 could suppress the syn-
thetic lethality of a ccr4 mutation with either gcn5 or
nhp6ab. In these crosses we did not recover any viable
ccr4 spt3 strains, irrespective of the GCN5 or NHP6 ge-
notype, suggesting that ccr4 and spt3 are synthetically
lethal. To test this idea, we transformed a 1/ccr41/spt3
heterozygous diploid strain with a YCp–URA3 plasmid
with either CCR4 or SPT3, and haploid ccr4 spt3 segre-
gants with either YCp–URA3–CCR4 or YCp–URA3–SPT3
were isolated. These haploid strains were unable to grow
on 5-FOA, demonstrating the ccr4 spt3 synthetic lethal-
ity. This result disagrees with that of Badarinarayana
et al. (2000), who found the ccr4 spt3 double mutant
viable in their strain background.

Synthetic lethality of TBP mutants with mot1 and
ccr4: We recently conducted a screen to identify TBP
mutants that are viable, but lethal in the absence of
Nhp6 (Eriksson et al. 2004a). Many of these TBP
mutants are also lethal in a gcn5 mutant (Biswas et al.
2004), and we decided to test whether mot1 or ccr4
mutations affected viability of these TBP mutants. We
constructed a mot1(R1243I) spt15D double mutant, kept
alive by the wild-type SPT15 (TBP) gene on a YCp–URA3
plasmid. This strain was transformed with 14 TBP
mutants on YCp–TRP1 plasmids, and we used plasmid
shuffling to assess the viability of the mot1(R1243I) spt15
strains on 5-FOA media at 25�, 30�, and 35�, where the
YCp–URA3—TBP (wild-type) plasmid must be lost for
cells to grow (Table 3). Three TBP mutants were
synthetic lethal with mot1(R1243I) at all temperatures
tested, and 9 others either were synthetic lethal or
showed very poor growth at 35�. All of these TBP
mutants grew well at 35� in a MOT1 strain (data not
shown). None of these mot1(R1243I) TBP synthetic
interactions could be suppressed by a multicopy plas-
mid with NHP6A (Table 3). However, the synthetic
lethality at 35� between mot1(R1243I) and the G174E
substitution in TBP [spt15(G174E)] could be sup-
pressed by overexpression of TFIIA (Figure 5A ). Two
conclusions result from these genetic experiments.
First, most of these TBP mutants show a major growth
defect when combined with mot1(R1243I). Second,
overexpression of TFIIA can suppress the mot1(R1243I)
spt15(G174E) lethality, suggesting that Mot1 may con-
tribute to formation of the TBP–TFIIA–DNA complex.

We next constructed a ccr4 spt15 double-deletion mu-
tant with the wild-type SPT15 (TBP) gene on a YCp–
URA3 plasmid. This strain was transformed with the
same 14 TBP mutants and the ability of these trans-
formants to grow at various temperatures on 5-FOA

Figure 4.—Genetic interactions of NOT genes with GCN5
and NHP6. (A) A not5 mutation is synthetic lethal with gcn5
and with nhp6, and not4 is synthetic lethal with gcn5. Dilutions
of strains DY8618 (not4 gcn5), DY8628 (not5 gcn5), and
DY8625 (not5 nhp6ab), each carrying a YCp–URA3 plasmid
with either GCN5 or NHP6A, were plated on the indicated me-
dium at 25� for 3 days. (B) The gcn5 not5 synthetic lethality is
suppressed by TFIIA overexpression. Strain DY8628 [(gcn5
not5) with a YCp–URA3–GCN5 plasmid] was transformed with
either YEp–TFIIA or the YEp–LYS2 vector and plated at 25�
for 2 days on complete medium or for 5 days on 5-FOA plates.
(C) Growth of the not5 mutant is affected by TFIIB or Nhp6
overexpression. Strain DY8626 (not5) was transformed with
the indicated URA3 multicopy plasmids, and dilutions were
plated for 4 days (complete at 25�), 2 days (�Ura at 25�),
or 6 days (�Ura at 33�).
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without the wild-type TBP gene was assessed (Table 3).
Four TBP mutants were synthetic lethal at all temper-
atures in the ccr4 mutant, and four other TBP mutants
showed poor growth at all temperatures in the ccr4
mutant. To assess multicopy suppression, the ccr4 spt15
YCp–URA3 TBP (wild-type) strain was transformed with
the TBP mutants and YEp–TFIIA, YEp–NHP6A, or the
YEp vector control. In several instances, overexpression
of TFIIA or NHP6A suppressed the synthetic growth
defects (Table 3; Figure 5B). For example, the ccr4
spt15(G147W) synthetic lethality is suppressed by YEp–
TFIIA, and the ccr4 spt15(L172P) growth defect is

suppressed by overexpression of either TFIIA or
NHP6A. The synthetic lethality between ccr4 and TBP
mutants, along with suppression by overexpression of
TFIIA, strongly supports a role for Ccr4 either in facil-
itating the interaction between TBP and TFIIA or in
TBP binding at promoters.

Interestingly, the pattern of synthetic lethality is
different for mot1(R1243I) and ccr4. For example,
the K133R substitution in TBP [spt15(K133R)] is le-
thal in mot1(R1243I) but viable in ccr4, while spt15
(G147W) shows an opposite pattern. This result sug-
gests that Mot1 and Ccr4/Not have nonidentical roles in

TABLE 3

Synthetic lethality of TBP mutants with mot1 and ccr4

spt15 (TBP)
mutant

Phenotype in
mot1(R1243I)

Suppression of mot1(R1243I) spt15 by:
Phenotype

in ccr4

Suppression of ccr4 spt15 by:

YEp–TFIIA YEp–NHPA YEp–TFIIA YEp–NHPA

E93G S.L. 35� No effect No effect S.L. Supp. No effect
L114F S.L. No effect No effect S.L. No effect No effect
K133R S.L. No effect No effect Viable
G147W Viable S.L. Supp. No effect
C164W Poor growth 35� No effect No effect Viable
L172P S.L. 35� No effect No effect Poor growth Supp. Supp.
G174E S.L. 35� Supp. No effect Poor growth ND ND
F227L S.L. 35� No effect No effect Viable
F237L S.L. 35� No effect No effect Viable
K239T S.L. 35� No effect No effect Viable
K97R, L193S S.L. 35� No effect No effect Poor growth ND ND
I103T, K239Stop S.L. 35� No effect No effect Poor growth ND ND
K133L,K145L Viable Viable
K138T,Y139A S.L. No effect No effect S.L. No effect No effect

S.L., synthetic lethal at all temperatures; S.L. 35�, viable at 25� and 30�, but lethal at 35�; Supp., suppression; ND, not
determined.

Figure 5.—Suppression of mot1 spt15 and ccr4
spt15 synthetic lethality. (A) The mot1(R1243I)
spt15(G174E) [TBP(G174E)] synthetic lethal-
ity is suppressed by TFIIA or Nhp6 overexpres-
sion. Strain DY9383 [mot1(R1243I) spt15D with a
YCp–URA3–SPT15(wild-type) plasmid] was trans-
formed with the YCp–TRP1–TBP(G174E) plas-
mid and the indicated LYS2 multicopy plasmids
and grown for 3 days on complete medium at
25� or on 5-FOA medium at 34�. (B) The ccr4
spt15 synthetic lethalities are suppressed by TFIIA
overexpression. Strain DY9384 [ccr4 spt15D with a
YCp–URA3–SPT15(wild-type) plasmid] was trans-
formed with either the YCp–TRP1–TBP(G147W)
or the YCp–TRP1–TBP(L172P) plasmid and the
indicated LYS2 multicopy plasmids and grown
at 35� on complete medium for 2 days or on
5-FOA medium for 3 days. (C) Synthetic growth
defect in the ccr4 mot1 double mutant. Strains
DY150 (wild type), DY7462 [mot1(R1243I)],
DY7176 (ccr4), and DY9470 [ccr4 mot1(R1243I)]

were grown on complete medium at 30� for 2 days. (D) No additive effect in the not4 mot1 double mutant. Strains DY150 (wild
type), DY7462 [mot1(R1243I)], DY8617 (not4), and DY9545 [not4 mot1(R1243I)] were grown on complete medium at 30� for 4 days.
(E) mot1 suppresses the not5 growth defect. Strains DY150 (wild type), DY7462 [mot1(R1243I)], DY8627 (not5), and DY9582 [not5
mot1(R1243I)] were grown on complete medium at 30� for 3 days.
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regulating TBP. To test this idea, we crossed a mot1
(R1243I) mutant to three strains with mutations in
CCR4, NOT4, or NOT5 and examined the growth of
double-mutant strains. The ccr4 mot1(R1243I) double
mutant shows a growth defect, compared to either
single mutant (Figure 5C), and the not4 mot1(R1243I)
double mutant shows no additive effect (Figure 5D).
The results with the not5 mot1(R1243I) double mutant
(Figure 5E) are quite striking. The not5 mutant is es-
sentially unable to grow at 30�, but this growth defect is
completely suppressed in the not5 mot1(R1243I) double
mutant. This suppression strongly argues that Mot1 and
Ccr4/Not have quite different roles in transcriptional
regulation.

Overexpression of basal transcription factors sup-
presses some genetic defects involving nhp6, gcn5,
mot1(R1243I), ccr4, and not5 (Figures 1–4). One expla-
nation for these results is that expression of basal factors
is reduced in these mutants, and thus overexpression
suppresses growth defects. To address this question, we
determined mRNA levels for TBP (SPT15 mRNA),
TFIIB (SUA7 mRNA), and TFIIA (two subunits, TOA1
and TOA2 mRNA). The results in Figure 6 show that
these mutations in nhp6, gcn5, mot1(R1243I), ccr4, and
not5 do not significantly affect mRNA levels for basal
transcription factors.

Additive effects on HO expression in double
mutants: As both Gcn5 and Nhp6 are required for full
activation of the HO gene (Yu et al. 2003), we deter-
mined whether a mot1(R1243I) mutation affected HO
expression. HO mRNA levels are reduced to �40% of
wild type in the mot1(R1243I) strain grown at 25� and
reduced to 9% when grown at 30� (Figure 7A). HO is
cell cycle regulated, and thus a defect in cell cycle

progression could reduce the fraction of cells in late G1,
when HO is expressed. To address this question, we also
measured CLN2 mRNA levels; CLN2 is expressed in late
G1, coincident with HO. The mot1(R1243I) mutation
does not affectCLN2 levels, and thus an alteration in the
cell cycle does not cause the decreased HO expression.
In contrast to mot1(R1243I), a ccr4 mutation does not
affect HO expression (data not shown).

On the basis of the additive growth defect in gcn5
mot1(R1243I) and nhp6a nhp6b mot1(R1243I) mutants,
we looked for additive effects in transcriptional activa-
tion atHO. Cells were grown at 25�, as some of the strains
have severe growth defects at higher temperatures, and

Figure 6.—Basal factor expression is not affected by mu-
tants. RNA was prepared from strains DY150 (wild type),
DY7176 (ccr4), DY8626 (not5), DY7139 (nhp6a), DY7463 [mot1
(R1243I)], and DY7847 [nhp6ab mot1(R1243I)] grown at 25�
and used for S1 nuclease protection assays to measure TBP
(SPT15), TFIIB (SUA7), and TFIIA subunits one (TOA1)
and two (TOA2) and CMD1 (internal control) RNA levels.

Figure 7.—HO expression is reduced in mutant strains.
(A) RNA was prepared from strains DY150 (wild type) and
DY7462 [mot1(R1243I)] grown at either 25� or 30� and used
for S1 nuclease protection assays to measure HO, CLN2,
and CMD1 (internal control) RNA levels. (B) RNA was pre-
pared from strains DY150 (wild type), DY7463 [mot1(R1243I)],
DY5265 (gcn5), DY7841 [gcn5 mot1(R1243I)], DY7139
(nhp6ab), and DY7847 [nhp6ab mot1(R1243I)] grown at 25�
and used for S1 nuclease protection assays to measure HO
and tRNA–Trp (internal control) RNA levels.
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RNA was isolated for S1 nuclease protection assays. As
shown previously, HO expression is reduced in the
nhp6ab and gcn5 strains (Figure 7B). Interestingly, there
is an additive decrease in HO mRNA levels in the nhp6ab
mot1(R1243I) triple mutant, compared to the nhp6ab
and mot1(R1243I) strains. There is a similar additive

effect in the gcn5 mot1(R1243I) double mutant com-
pared to the corresponding single mutants. These
results are consistent with the idea that Nhp6, Gcn5,
and Mot1 function through distinct mechanisms, al-
though the effects may be on a common target. We have
previously shown that the defect in HO expression in
nhp6ab and gcn5 mutants can be suppressed by over-
expression of TBP (Yu et al. 2003).
Effects of mutations on TBP binding at promoters:

We used ChIP assays to measure TBP binding to pro-
moters in mutants. Cells were grown at 25�, shifted to
37� for 3 hr, and then treated with formaldehyde for
crosslinking. After immunoprecipitation with anti-TBP
antibody and reversal of crosslinks, TBP binding to
various promoters was measured by real time PCR. As
shown in Figure 8A, there is decreased TBP binding
to the RPS5, HXT4, SER3, and URA1 promoters in
the nhp6, gcn5, and mot1(R1243I) mutants. Other mot1
mutations have previously been shown to affect TBP
binding to HXT4 and URA1 (Dasgupta et al. 2005; van
Oevelen et al. 2005). Importantly, not all promoters are
affected so strongly, for example, ELP3. When we look
at the multiply mutant strains, such as nhp6ab mot1
(R1243I) and gcn5 mot1(R1243I), there are additive
defects in TBP binding, although the additivity is
modest. Overexpression of TBP suppresses the growth
defect of nhp6ab mot1(R1243I) cells. We therefore
examined TBP binding in nhp6ab mot1(R1243I) cells
with the YEp–TBP plasmid (Figure 8B); the control for
this experiment is the same strain with the YEp vector
without an insert. TBP overexpression results in a sig-
nificant increase in TBP binding at several promoters in
these cells. These results support the idea that a defect
in TBP binding to promoters contributes to the growth
defect seen in these multiply mutant strains.

DISCUSSION

We have previously shown that the Nhp6 architectural
transcription factor and the Gcn5 histone acetyltrans-
ferase function in parallel pathways in activation of the
yeast HO gene (Yu et al. 2000), and our data suggest that
both Nhp6 and Gcn5 could affect DNA binding by TBP
(Biswas et al. 2004; Eriksson et al. 2004a). To further
explore the roles of these factors, in this report we have
examined the effect of combining nhp6ab or gcn5 gene
disruptions with mutations affecting known regulators
of DNA binding by TBP. Both biochemical and genetic
experiments show Mot1 regulates TBP binding to DNA,
and the mot1(R1243I) allele is lethal when combined
with either nhp6ab or gcn5. The Ccr4–Not complex has
multiple roles in gene regulation, and genetic experi-
ments suggest one role in regulating TBP binding. We
tested gene disruptions affecting three members of the
Ccr4–Not complex, ccr4, not4, and not5, and all three
were synthetically lethal when combined with either

Figure 8.—Mutations affect TBP binding to promoters.
TBP occupancy at the indicated promoters was determined
by chromatin immunoprecipitation with polyclonal anti-
TBP antisera and quantitative PCR, using cells that had been
grown at 25� and then shifted to 37� for 3 hr. Relative binding
is shown, after normalization to an intergenic V internal con-
trol. The average of replicate PCR amplifications is shown.
(A) TBP binding is reduced in mutants. Strains DY150 (wild
type), DY7463 [mot1(R1243I)], DY5265 (gcn5), DY7841 [gcn5
mot1(R1243I)], DY7139 (nhp6ab), and DY7847 [nhp6ab
mot1(R1243I)] were grown on YEPD media. (B) Multicopy
TBP plasmid restores TBP binding in the nhp6ab mot1(R1243I)
strain. DY7847 [nhp6ab mot1(R1243I)] with either the YEp
vector control or a YEp plasmid with the gene encoding
TBP were grown on selective medium.
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nhp6ab or gcn5. We have recently isolated point muta-
tions in TBP that are viable in wild-type strains but lethal
in nhp6ab or gcn5 mutants (Biswas et al. 2004; Eriksson
et al. 2004a). We have tested 14 of these TBP mutants in
mot1 or ccr4 mutants, and most of them show synthetic
growth defects or lethality when combined with mot1 or
ccr4. A not5 mutation has a severe growth defect at 30�,
but this is suppressed by a mot1 mutation. Interestingly,
many of the synthetic lethal phenotypes described in
this report can be suppressed by overexpression of
TFIIA, suggesting that these various regulators all work
to stimulate either TBP binding or the interaction of
TBP and TFIIA with DNA.

In vitro studies show that the Mot1 protein is able to
remove TBP from binding sites, in an ATP-dependent
fashion (Auble et al. 1994; Darst et al. 2003), and that
in vivo Mot1 protein is present in a complex with TBP
(Poon et al. 1994). Chromatin immunoprecipitation
experiments show that Mot1 associates with promoters
(Andrau et al. 2002; Dasgupta et al. 2002) and that a
mot1 mutation affects TBP binding to promoters in vivo
(Li et al. 1999; Geisberg et al. 2002). Mot1 co-occupies
promoters with TBP, but not with TFIIB, TFIIA, or pol
II under normal conditions, suggesting that Mot1
functions as a repressor (Geisberg and Struhl 2004).
Expression profiling studies show that mot1 mutations
reduce expression of some genes and derepress others
(Andrau et al. 2002; Dasgupta et al. 2002; Geisberg

et al. 2002), arguing that Mot1 functions as either an
activator or a repressor at different promoters. However,
Geisberg and Struhl (2004) show that when cells are
heat-shocked or stressed Mot1 does co-occupy pro-
moters with TFIIB and RNA pol II, suggesting that
these preinitiation complexes contain Mot1. They sug-
gest the stress response resulting from thermal inacti-
vation of mutant Mot1 indirectly causes decreased
expression of some genes in the microarray studies. It
is intriguing that under stress conditions Mot1 and
TFIIA do not co-occupy promoters, suggesting that
these preinitiation complexes contain Mot1 instead
of TFIIA (Geisberg and Struhl 2004). Interestingly,
there are data suggesting that Mot1 and TFIIA have
opposing effects both in vivo and in vitro (Auble and
Hahn 1993; Madison and Winston 1997; Chicca et al.
1998). Finally, Dasgupta et al. (2005) recently showed
that TBP is bound to Mot1-activated genes following
Mot1 inactivation, but other basal factors are not bound.
This results suggests Mot1 mediates repression by dis-
placing TBP from chromatin.

There are several ways to explain the observed mot1
nhp6ab and mot1 gcn5 synthetic lethalities. One expla-
nation is that full Mot1 activity is required for efficient
expression of specific genes during stress response, and
either the nhp6ab or gcn5 mutations reduce expression
of these genes. However, expression profiles of nhp6ab
and gcn5 mutants do not show decreased expression of
stress response genes (Lee et al. 2000; Moreira and

Holmberg 2000; our unpublished observations). We
favor another explanation where Mot1, Nhp6, and Gcn5
all function in the same pathway, that of affecting TBP
binding to DNA at some genes. In support of this hy-
pothesis, we note that the mot1 nhp6ab synthetic lethality
is suppressed by TBP overexpression (Figure 1) and that
the mot1 gcn5 defect is much worse when either TBP or
Nhp6 is overexpressed (Figure 2). Additionally, the le-
thality resulting from combining TBP point mutations
with either mot1 or gcn5 can be suppressed by over-
expression of TFIIA (Figure 5) (Biswas et al. 2004).
ChIP experiments show that nhp6ab, gcn5, and mot1 mu-
tations all lead to reduced TBP binding to promoters
(Figure 8).

Genetic and biochemical studies suggest that the
Ccr4–Not complex is a regulator of TBP binding, along
with roles in transcriptional elongation and mRNA
degradation. Mutations in different genes encoding
subunits of Ccr4–Not have different phenotypes, sug-
gesting that different subunits make contributions
toward different functions (Collart 2003). For exam-
ple, Ccr4 is part of the cytoplasmic mRNA deadenylase
(Tucker et al. 2001), and while ccr4 mutations have a
major impact on deadenylation activity, not mutations
have small effects on deadenylation (Tucker et al.
2002). Additionally, the Ccr4 protein, but not other
members of the Ccr4–Not complex, is associated with
the Paf1 complex that travels with elongating RNA
polymerase (Chang et al. 1999). A ccr4 paf1 double
mutant is lethal, but combining any of the not mutations
with paf1 is viable (Chang et al. 1999; Maillet et al.
2000). Additionally, Not4 has been recently shown to be
a ubiquitin ligase (Albert et al. 2002), although further
work is needed to identify the targets of ubiquitylation
and to determine how ubiquitylation affects transcrip-
tional regulation.

The not mutations were isolated as global repres-
sors that affected TBP binding at TATA-less promoters
(Collart and Struhl 1994). The Not1, Not2, and Not5
proteins physically interact with TBP or TAFs, the TBP-
associated factors present in TFIID (Badarinarayana
et al. 2000; Lemaire and Collart 2000; Sanders et al.
2002), and not4 and not5 mutations show synthetic
lethality in combination with taf mutations (Lemaire
and Collart 2000). Additionally, not4 mutations sup-
press the transcriptional defect caused by Ty insertions
into the HIS4 promoter (Badarinarayana et al. 2000),
a phenotype also seen in spt15 (TBP), spt3, and mot1
mutants (Jiang and Stillman 1996; Madison and
Winston 1997; Winston and Sudarsanam 1998). Muta-
tions in genes encoding the Ccr4–Not complex affect
binding of TBP and TAF1 to promoters (Lenssen et al.
2005).

Thus the evidence linking the NOT genes to regula-
tion of TBP is quite strong. Our genetic data bring Nhp6
and Gcn5 into the same pathway as the Ccr4–Not
complex in regulating TBP binding. We believe that
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the synthetic lethality caused by combining a ccr4, not4,
or a not5 mutation with either gcn5 or nhp6ab results
from a dysregulation of TBP binding. The fact that
overexpression of TBP or TFIIA can suppress some of
these synthetic lethalities supports this idea.

Both the Mot1 and the Ccr4/Not complex regulate
TBP binding, but it is not clear whether they do so in the
same or different pathways. We find that the ccr4
mot1(R1243I) double mutant shows a growth defect,
and more significantly, mot1(R1243I) suppresses not5
growth defects. The not5mutant is unable to grow at 30�,
but the not5 mot1(R1243I) double mutant does grow
(Figure 5E). This suggests that the not5 mutant is
defective in some aspect of transcriptional activation
and that the mot1(R1243I) allele has properties that
overcome this defect. We also note that the not5 growth
defect can be partially suppressed by overexpression of
TFIIB (Figure 4C). We suggest that the Mot1 and Ccr4/
Not complexes function in distinct pathways in regulat-
ing TBP.

The Spt3 component of the SAGA complex interacts
both physically and genetically with TBP (Eisenmann
et al. 1992). Spt3 is required for TBP recruitment to the
GAL1 and PHO5 promoters in vivo (Dudley et al. 1999;
Barbaric et al. 2003), but Spt3 inhibits TBP binding to
the HO promoter (Yu et al. 2003). spt3 and mot1 are
synthetically lethal, and this synthetic lethality can be
suppressed by overexpression of TFIIA (Madison and
Winston 1997). Interestingly, both spt3 and mot1 are
synthetic lethal with substitutions in the Toa1 subunit of
TFIIA (Madison and Winston 1997). Both Spt3 and
Mot1 are required for nucleosome remodeling at Gal4-
dependent promoters (Topalidou et al. 2004). More-
over, Spt3 is required for Mot1 to bind to the GAL1
promoter under inducing conditions, and Mot1 is sim-
ilarly required for Spt3 binding (Topalidou et al. 2004).
We note a number of synthetic lethalities or growth
defects among these genes: mot1 spt3 (Madison and
Winston 1997), ccr4 spt3, and ccr4 mot1. We attribute
these additive genetic defects to a common target, TBP.

mot1 mutations reduce TBP binding to certain pro-
moters (Andrau et al. 2002), while TBP binding to the
INO1 promoter was unaffected by a mot1 mutation
(Dasgupta et al. 2005). We chose to study TBP binding
in strains with a mot1 mutation alone or in combination
with gcn5 and nhp6ab mutations. Our results show that
TBP binding at selected promoters is significantly
reduced in a mot1 mutant (Figure 8). TBP binding is
further reduced, although modestly, when mot1 is
combined with either gcn5 or nhp6ab. The mot1 nhp6ab
strain shows reduced binding of basal transcription
factors, and suppression of this defect by overexpression
of TBP further supports our hypothesis that the mot1
and nhp6ab mutations cause defects in TBP binding.
RNA analysis shows that HO expression is reduced in a
mot1 strain and is further reduced when combined with
other mutations such as gcn5 or nhp6ab (Figure 7).

An spt3 gene deletion suppresses several nhp6ab
defects, including reduced HO expression, tempera-
ture-sensitive growth, and synthetic lethality with TBP
mutants (Yu et al. 2003; Eriksson et al. 2004a). spt3 also
suppresses the synthetic lethality resulting from com-
bining gcn5 with nhp6ab and the reduced HO expression
in a gcn5 mutant. Additionally, either a spt3 mutation
or a TBP mutation that disrupts the TBP–Spt3 interac-
tion can suppress the temperature sensitivity of not1-2
(Collart 1996).

The genetic analyses involving TBP, TFIIA, Nhp6,
Gcn5, Mot1, Ccr4–Not, and Spt3 show both synthetic
lethality and genetic suppression. Taken together, these
genetic interactions strongly support a role for these
factors in regulating DNA binding of TBP and TFIIA.
Further work, particularly at the biochemical level, will
be needed to understand exactly how these factors
regulate TBP–TFIIA binding to promoters.
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